Engineering bio-mimetic humanized neurological constructs using acellularized scaffolds of cryopreserved meningeal tissues.
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is one of the most precarious conditions which have been one of the major reasons for continuous increasing mortality rate of SCI patients. Currently, there is no effective treatment modality for SCI patients posing major threat to the scientific and medical community. The available strategies don't mimic with the natural processes of nervous tissues repair/regeneration and majority of the approaches may induce the additional fibrotic or immunological response at the injury site and are not readily available on demand. To overcome these hurdles, we have developed a ready to use bioengineered human functional neurological construct (BHNC) for regenerative applications in SCI defects. We used cryopreserved meningeal tissues (CMT) for bioengineering these neurological constructs using acellularization and repopulation technology. The technology adopted herein generates intact neurological scaffolds from CMT and retains several crucial structural, biochemical and mechanical cues to enhance the regenerative mechanisms. The neurogenic differentiation on CMT scaffolds was almost similar to the freshly prepared meningeal scaffolds and mimics with the natural nervous tissue developmental mechanisms which offer intact 3D-microarchitecture and hospitable microenvironment enriched with several crucial neurotrophins for long-term cell survival and function. Functional assessment of developed BHNC showed highly increased positive staining for pre-synaptic granules of Synapsis-1 along with MAP-2 antibody with punctuate distribution in axonal regions of the neuronal cells which was well supported by the gene expression analysis of functional transcripts. Given the significant improvement in the field may enable to generate more such ready to use functional BHNC for wider applicability in SCI repair/regeneration.